
Five couples are on a romantic date. Find out how long they have been dating and what they are eating.

Flower: blue, orange, purple, red, white

Boyfriend: Charles, Gregory, Kenneth, Timothy, Zack

Girlfriend: Carol, Grace, Katherine, Ursula, Zelda

Relationship: 2 years, 5 years, 7 years, 8 years, 9 years

Pasta: angel hair, campanelle, fusilli, linguine, rotelle

The couple eating Campanelle pasta is at the �rst table.

Gregory and his girlfriend are seated at the middle

table.

Timothy and his girlfriend are enjoying Angel Hair

pasta.

Ursula is sitting right beside the couple eating Rotelle

pasta.

Zack and his girlfriend have been in a relationship for 9

years.

Grace and her boyfriend are seated right after the

couple with the Blue �ower on their table.

The couple who has been dating for 5 years is

immediately to the left of the couple who has been

dating for 8 years.

The couple who has been dating for 5 years is next to

Ursula and her boyfriend.

The table with the Orange �ower is at the fourth

position.

The couple who has been dating for 7 years is sitting

right after Zack and his girlfriend.

Kenneth and his girlfriend are sitting somewhere to the

right of the couple with the Purple �ower.

Carol and her boyfriend are sitting next to Grace and

her boyfriend.

The couple eating Fusilli pasta is seated right after the

couple with the Red �ower on their table.

Katherine and her boyfriend are sat at the fourth table.

Timothy and his girlfriend have been dating for 5 years.

The couple who has been dating for 5 years is seated

right after the couple with the Blue �ower.
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Five couples are on a romantic date. Find out how long they have been dating and what they are eating.

Flower: blue, orange, purple, red, white

Boyfriend: Charles, Gregory, Kenneth, Timothy, Zack

Girlfriend: Carol, Grace, Katherine, Ursula, Zelda

Relationship: 2 years, 5 years, 7 years, 8 years, 9 years

Pasta: angel hair, campanelle, fusilli, linguine, rotelle

The couple eating Campanelle pasta is at the �rst table.

Gregory and his girlfriend are seated at the middle

table.

Timothy and his girlfriend are enjoying Angel Hair

pasta.

Ursula is sitting right beside the couple eating Rotelle

pasta.

Zack and his girlfriend have been in a relationship for 9

years.

Grace and her boyfriend are seated right after the

couple with the Blue �ower on their table.

The couple who has been dating for 5 years is

immediately to the left of the couple who has been

dating for 8 years.

The couple who has been dating for 5 years is next to

Ursula and her boyfriend.

The table with the Orange �ower is at the fourth

position.

The couple who has been dating for 7 years is sitting

right after Zack and his girlfriend.

Kenneth and his girlfriend are sitting somewhere to the

right of the couple with the Purple �ower.

Carol and her boyfriend are sitting next to Grace and

her boyfriend.

The couple eating Fusilli pasta is seated right after the

couple with the Red �ower on their table.

Katherine and her boyfriend are sat at the fourth table.

Timothy and his girlfriend have been dating for 5 years.

The couple who has been dating for 5 years is seated

right after the couple with the Blue �ower.
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